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Abstract. On the basis of new information technologies, today’s business evolves
towards distributed and cooperative service processing resulting in a network of cooperating organizations. This paradigm also influences engineering and production
processes. Both the characteristics of these processes and the interoperability between different organizations challenge the development of enabling technologies to
support flexible and inter-organizational product development. Currently available
workflow and document/data management technologies fail to support these distributed and collaborative processes. They lack abilities for supporting inter-organizational processes on the level of workflow as well as of document management.
Furthermore, only little support is provided for collaborative workflows.
In this paper, we present the flow.net approach which has been developed within the
MOKASSIN project. It is based on a workflow component which has been designed
to support distributed, dynamic and collaborative process management across several
organizations. The standard workflow management architecture is extended with
integrated document management services including version and workspace control.
In order to support inter-organizational processes, our approach provides a distribution layer which supports both decentralized workflow and document management.
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processes, concurrent engineering, document management

1. INTRODUCTION
The trend towards global markets and the increasing customer orientation give rise to new business paradigms like agile manufacturing, virtual enterprises or business-to-business e-commerce.
Due to the growth of production in temporary networks these paradigms require flexible communication, coordination, and cooperation facilities where information technologies act as enabler (cf.
[17, 2, 20, 16]). The basic communication infrastructure (e.g. the internet) is nowadays available to
nearly all companies. However, the characteristics of product development processes and the
interoperability between different organizations make certain requirements on process-supporting
software systems (e.g. workflow management systems) [15]. Available workflow and document/data management technologies fail to support these distributed and collaborative processes.
They lack abilities for supporting inter-organizational processes on the level of workflow as well as
of document management (cf. [5, 12]).

In this paper, we present the flow.net approach to distributed collaborative workflow management which has been developed within the MOKASSIN project. The approach aims at supporting
dynamic processes across several organizations. In order to provide comprehensive coordination
and cooperation support, we extend the standard workflow management architecture [23] with integrated document management services including version, workspace, and document life-cycle support. These services are not only integrated on an architectural level but also on a conceptual level.
Therefore, interdependencies between workflow and data models can be defined. In particular, this
results in a flexible dataflow semantics which takes into account versioning and different types of
data interchange between the activities’ workspace.
In order to support inter-organizational processes, our approach provides an import/export
model for process interfaces and a distribution layer which supports distributed and decentralized
workflow and document management. The distribution layer allows nested as well as asynchronous
invocations with synchronization points among different workflow servers. Furthermore, workflows
can be monitored across different workflow servers. Finally, different data interchange models are
provided between different repositories on the basis of replication services.
Section 2 illustrates a real-world case study and identifies the main challenges. Section 3 gives
an overview of the advanced workflow and document management services. Section 4 extends this
view to cross-organizational settings. Finally, section 5 gives a short conclusion.

2. CASE STUDY AND REQUIREMENTS
At the beginning of the MOKASSIN project inter-organizational processes of different companies have been analyzed in order to identify the requirements for an advanced process management
system (cf. [13]). In one case study within the aerospace industry, a company Prod assembles a
large unicum, whose parts are manufactured by itself and by suppliers, e.g. company Supp. Prod
defines product and process properties for the parts manufactured by Supp. During this interorganizational process a lot of information must be exchanged. Figure 1 sketches the processes and
their document dependencies. In the two company boxes the circles indicate high-level process
steps. The arrows describe control flow between the process steps including the cross-organizational control flow (solid) and information/document interchange (pointed).
Before we discuss the main challenges, we describe the existing process in more detail.
Normally the process should follow an idealistic producer/supplier interaction. Prod designs the
unicum including all of its parts to a certain degree of refinement (development task; the interactions
during this engineering task is not shown in this example but also of high interest). Then all parts
are manufactured and integrated (production task). In case of an external production an order is sent
to the appropriate supplier (1). The sub-process in Prod is pending until the desired piece is delivered to Prod. On the supplier’s side the received order (1) initiates the order acceptation task. According to the specification which is included in the order the requested piece is manufactured
(manufacturing task) and delivered to Prod (delivery task).
In reality this production process is often disturbed by incomplete or erroneous instructions.
These problems are detected mostly during the manufacturing task of Supp and make the process
much more complex. Depending on the kind of problem Supp has two alternatives for his reaction
(change request initiation task). If the instruction documents are incomplete, Supp directly requests
the missing information (2). If an error is discovered, first a discussion with Prod (problem discussion task) is needed (3). During the discussion several documents including error reports are exchanged and the kind of error protocol is determined. The appropriate error sheet is filled out and

Fig. 1: Case study of inter-organizational workflows
sent to Prod (4). Both cases (2)+(4) are reasons for initiating the change management task in Prod.
In this task Prod analyzes the change request. Sometimes a change request may be rejected because
e.g. the changes would be too expensive. But normally the documentation is revised and the
changed specification is re-sent to the supplier (5). However, during the change management task in
Prod the work by Supp can be at least partially continued. If then an updated specification is received, the engineering and production data is revised according to the changes in the specification.
A system which supports such inter-organizational processes and document interchanges has to
meet several requirements. The case study shows different types of process interactions and document interchanges. A process in the receiving company is normally initiated with an information
interchange. E.g., the external production task of Prod initiates the order acception task at Supp (1).
These two processes operate synchronously, i.e. the initiating process can only be continued when
the initiated process is finished successfully (in this case, when the delivery task has been finished).
But also an asynchronous process interaction between the companies is needed: a process initiates another process but continues in its normal process flow without waiting for any answer. For
example, the change request initiation task is started by the manufacturing task and invokes the
change management task in Prod asynchronously (2)+(4). It does not wait for any direct result but
terminates after the initiation. A synchronous interaction, i.e. waiting until the revised specification
is received from Prod, is not appropriate because not every change request implies a revision of
documents. For example several different change requests can be combined resulting in one set of
revised documents, or documents can be changed without any change requested by Supp.
Furthermore, document interchange must not always imply the initiation of a new process.
Rather, documents are interchanged between running tasks and synchronize the tasks implicitly. An
example can be seen in the discussion task, where several documents are exchanged until the control
flow continues (3).

Finally, in an inter-organizational environment the documents have to be managed over distributed repositories owned by each company. For optimal support, integration of the repositories in
one logical document management system is required which provides a global view on the interchanged documents – which are still under local control – and manages the changes. Furthermore,
these services have to be integrated into the workflow management system in order to provide integrated coordination for control flow and data flow.

3. PROCESS MANAGEMENT IN FLOW.NET
The flow.net process management system has been designed to support dynamic and collaborative processes across several organizations. The backbone of the system is a flexible and adaptable
workflow management component which has been extended by document management services in
order to support cooperative activities within a workflow-driven process. The components, the
modeling and enacting approach, the flexibility aspects, and the integration of document management services are discussed in the sequel.

3.1 Components
Support for concurrently acting humans and systems in engineering and manufacturing domains
cannot be reduced to the workflow level. Work among different actors has to be integrated on
workflow, actor, and document level and has to take organizational boundaries into account. With
respect to these requirements, the reference architecture of the Workflow Management Coalition
(WfMC) [23] has several limitations which we outline in the following.
The reference architecture of the WfMC distinguishes five different components: A component
for the definition of the workflows (ProcessDefinitionTool), the central component to execute
workflows (WorkflowEnactmentServices), the clients which handle the personal work list of an actor
(Workflow Participant Client), the external applications which are invoked by the WFMS (Invoke-
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dApplications), and finally the component for workflow administration and control (Administration&Monitoring). The limitations of this architecture in our scenario are:
• Build- and run-time components are separated. Therefore, process schema changes during runtime are not supported.
• Document management or repository services are not taken into account. However, in our scenarios document management functionality is very important.
• The ’workflow participant clients’ provide only a limited view for the actors since they only handle their work lists. Information about the process context, monitoring functions, and user intervention capabilities are located in a different component.
• Interoperability between different WFMS is defined on a technical level between their enactment
services. On the process definition level, integration concepts for independently and decentralized specified inter-organizational workflows are missing (cf. [14]).
The architecture of the flow.net process management system was designed taking the above
mentioned requirements into consideration. Therefore, it includes some extensions in comparison
with the reference architecture (illustrated in figure 2). The system has been built as a distributed
object system using the CORBA standard and a relational database for persistency services.
• The architecture has been extended by document management services which provide uniform
data retrieval and storage as well as access control. Furthermore, these services are in charge of
version control and - in conjunction with the ActorDesktop (see below) - of work space management. The document management services maintain only information about documents and
versions as well as their application within a task (so-called meta-information), and delegate the
physical storage of documents to external repositories. This ensures a logically integrated view
on the documents produced and used within a workflow and supports the integration of heterogeneous document storage systems.
• The so-called ActorDesktop extends the limited functionality of worklist management in order to
support collaborative workflows. It provides the virtual environment in which an actor performs
its activities. This includes managing the personal work list (task space) as well as all needed
documents for performing a task (the workspace). A workspace follows the desktop paradigm
and provides uniform and local access to all relevant documents needed for performing a task.
The ActorDesktop also provides monitoring functionality in order to control the execution states
of subtasks and to visualize the process context. Finally, it supports dynamic process changes.
• External application systems are integrated into the architecture by means of the SystemCallAgent (not further addressed in this paper).
• Build- and runtime components have been fully integrated in order to support process schema
evolution.
• Inter-organizational processes can be defined and executed by means of additional distribution
services which have been added for process definition, workflow enactment, and document management (see Section 4).

3.2 Process Modeling
The building block of modeling a process is a task definition (or task type) which consists of a
task interface, that specifies ‘what is to do’, and potentially several workflow definitions, which
specify how the task may be accomplished. Among other things, the task interface is defined by pa-

rameter definitions and by a task behavior definition which specifies the external context-free behavior of a task (e.g., transactional or non-transactional). The context-dependent behavior of a task
is defined by its application within a workflow definition. A workflow definition may be atomic
consisting only of a task description or system invocation, or complex. A complex process is defined in an activity-oriented manner by a task graph. The decision which workflow definition of a
task definition is used to perform a task is taken at run-time (late binding). This late binding mechanism also allows the creation of a new workflow definition at run-time (late modeling).
A task graph (an example is shown in figure 3) consists of task components, connectors, start
and end nodes, and data inlets and outlets, which are linked by control and data flow dependencies:
A task component is an applied occurrence of a task definition within a workflow definition. For
every task component a split and join type (and, or, xor) can be specified. Furthermore, connector
components are predefined which just realize splits and joins.
Task and connector components are linked by control flow dependencies. Iterations within this
task graph are modeled by a special predefined feedback relationship. A condition can be associated
to every dependency to support conditional branches. Rather than providing a limited set of predefined control flow dependency types, arbitrary control flow dependency types can be defined by a
process engineer and can then be applied and reused within several workflow definitions (see [11]
for details). This is a very powerful mechanism to define flexible and less-restrictive workflows as
we demonstrate in the next sub-section.
Finally, task components can be linked by dataflow relationships according to the input and output parameters of their task definitions. Furthermore, a data inlet (or outlet) is used as a data source
(or sink) in order to realize a vertical dataflow between the parameters of the task definition and
their use within the workflow.

Fig. 3: Sample task graph
3.3 Distributed Process Enactment
Our enactment model is based on treating tasks as reactive components which encapsulate their
internal behavior and interact with other tasks by message/event passing. This is a natural basis for
a distributed enactment of workflows: instead of interpreting a workflow instance by a (centralized)
workflow engine, a workflow is directly enacted by distributed task instance agents. Every task
agent behaves as defined in the schema by its task type and by the component of a workflow definition it corresponds to. A task has several built-in operations categorized into state transition, actor
assignment operations, operations for handling of (versioned) inputs and outputs, and workflow
change operations. For every operation, the task has the knowledge about when to trigger the op-

eration, a condition that must hold for executing the transition (guard), and a list of receivers to
which events are passed. We denote this approach as light-weight agent-oriented, since the knowledge of how to react on events is explicitly represented and decoupled from the built-in operations.
We skip the definition of the execution semantics of the tasks and the task graphs (which are defined by a statechart variant and event-condition-action (ECA) rules; see [11] for details) and give an
example instead: A typical workflow enactment with traditional control flows is as follows: A task is
started and in most cases a workflow is selected automatically creating sub-tasks in the case of a
complex workflow. An event is passed to the first tasks of this workflow, triggering the evaluation
of the ’enable’ transition. When a task is enabled, role resolution is activated if no actor has yet been
assigned explicitly. In the case of automatic tasks, the start transition will be directly triggered by
the enable event. When a task is terminated, a corresponding event is sent to all successor tasks,
which are connected by a signaled dependency, i.e., whose dependency condition evaluates to true.
This again results in the evaluation of the ’enable’ transition. Furthermore, for all tasks connected to
the end node, the finish event is also sent to the super-task, triggering the termination of the supertask when all sub-tasks have been terminated.

3.4 Support for Flexible Workflow Management
Support for flexible workflows in schema-based workflow management systems has to cope with
two fundamental challenges (cf. [3, 9, 18]): First, a-priori flexibility focus on the specification of a
flexible workflow execution behavior in advance; flexible and adaptable control and data flow
mechanisms have to be taken into account in order to support ad hoc and cooperative work at the
workflow level. Second, a-posteriori flexibility (flexibility by dynamic adaptation) is provided by
the change and evolution of workflow models in order to modify workflow specifications on the
schema and instance level due to dynamically changing situations of a real process. In flow.net,
comprehensive support is provided for both aspects (as illustrated figure 4): the first is supported by
defining less-restrictive workflow and by providing cooperation support on the basis of flexible and
user-adaptable control flow dependency type and a versioned data flow semantics; the second is
supported by on-the-fly instance changes as well as complex workflow schema evolution policies
which are based on an integrated architecture for representing workflow schema and instance elements and on workflow schema versioning.
Dynamic changes: Based on the object-oriented modeling and enacting approach, dynamic
changes can be handled as any ordinary state transition (see [7, 10] for details). Every change
primitive is encapsulated by a pre-condition which restricts its application, and by raising a corresponding event which is handled by the affected task instances in order to ensure the behavioral consistency of the execution states. Thus, dynamic changes can be supported also in the context of distributed workflow enactment. Whether a change is allowed and how to react on it highly depends on
the particular situation and the behavior of the involved tasks. Therefore, this behavior can be
adapted in our approach.
Process schema evolution: Besides changing a single process instance, we support also different
process schema evolution strategies by schema versioning and migration rules (see [10]).
Support for collaborative workflows: Collaborative workflows are supported in our approach by
integrated document management services and flexible dataflows which provide controlled cooperation on the workflow level. We discuss these issues in the next section.
Defining less-restrictive workflows: A-priori less-restrictive workflows, i.e. workflows where a
certain degree of freedom is left open to the actor, can be realized by the concepts of user-defined
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control flow (cf. [8]) and group relationship types. Rather than focussing on details, we outline
some sample dependency types which can be realized by this concept:
• An exclusive group relationship type forces its members to execute mutually exclusive. In conjunction with parallel branches, we can define that certain tasks should be executed sequentially,
but without defining the actual order of the tasks. So, the user can choose which task he or she
wants to perform next.
• The try dependency type supports parallel branching with final selection (cf. [18]). In this case,
several alternatives are activated, but when the first branch has reached the synchronization point
the other alternatives are stopped and compensate if necessary and possible.
• A conditional or soft synchronization dependency supports synchronization between branches
whose activation cannot be determined at build-time but is evaluated at runtime. Moreover, it
allows to skip a task without causing indefinite waiting of the dependent task (cf. [18]).
• When using a simultaneous dependency type, dependent activities can overlap and may pass intermediate results to subsequent activities. Up to the final version, the supplier may produce
several versions of its output and the consuming tasks may obtain several input versions. To
avoid chaotic processes, the termination condition is defined as an end-end dependency guaranteeing that all preceding tasks have finished and hence no new input versions will occur (cf. [7]).

3.5 Integrated Document Management and Support for Collaborative Workflows
The integrated document management approach in flow.net distinguishes between logical and
physical document management. From the logical point of view, documents are managed by the
flow.net system by maintaining (meta) information about the documents, whereas the physical storage is provided by external repository services. These systems can be integrated using an open and
simple repository interface. Furthermore, a default repository is provided within flow.net by a relational database. This meta level approach is the basis for providing inter-organizational document
management services since this approach naturally supports physically distributed document storage
in repositories under the control of different organizations.
Document meta model: The following meta information is managed according to the schema and
instance level, respectively:
On schema level, different document types can be defined. A document type may be atomic or
complex. An atomic document type represents the structure of a certain kind of document (e.g.,
ChangeRequest), and a document (instance) template can be specified which can be used as the initial version when instantiating a document of this type. A complex document type is modeled in an
ER-like manner defining the component document types and their interdependencies. Beside some
predefined document attributes also user-defined attributes can be specified for document types. Fi-
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nally, a state transition diagram can be defined for every document type which is used to control the
document lifecycle. Document types can be used within a parameter definition of a task type defining the input or output type of the parameter. A parameter definition also permits the specification
of some additional access rights. Beside read or write permissions for input or output parameters,
respectively, also exclusive and shared access are distinguished.
On instance level, information about the actual document is managed, i.e. its state within the
lifecycle, the actual structure of complex documents, the history of different document versions, the
user’s working versions, and so on. In addition, information about the process context are maintained in which documents are used, i.e., which versions have been produced and consumed by a
task (see figure 5). The workspace management even provides detailed information about every access made on a specific version of the document. Finally, the dataflow relationships of a workflow
definition show clearly information channels between tasks.
Support for collaborative workflows: Collaborative workflows are supported by the version and
workspace control capabilities (cf. [4]) of the integrated document management services. Versions
can be checked out into the individual workspace of a user for further editing and checked in afterwards. Both pessimistic and optimistic locking are supported. Furthermore, versions can be released for dedicated tasks (as proposed by [7, 21]). In combination with the dataflow specification,
this allows for different access modes and data exchange types (see [9]). Beside passing the original
document to another task, also intermediate results can be exchanged between running tasks (e.g.,
using the simultaneous dependency type) and users can work concurrently on private copies of a
document (since we neither can assume specific document formats nor a central data/document
management merging is provided only for those document types for which a merge operator has
been defined). This goes beyond a simple black box view of tasks within a workflow.
Furthermore, the data flow can be used also for control flow purposes. The availability of input
data can be checked and the operations for releasing outputs generate events as any other transition
so that tasks can react on these events. E.g., the event ‘output_released’ triggers the evaluation of
the enable transition of the consumers (see figure 5). Rather than supporting free cooperation by
information sharing, the cooperation can be controlled on workflow level. For example, the above
mentioned simultaneous dependency coordinates collaborative tasks and avoids a chaotic process.

4. INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESS MANAGEMENT
So far, we have focussed on the distributed enactment of centrally modeled processes, but not on
the modeling and enacting of inter-organizational processes which become more and more significant. In this case, decentralized process models of different process management systems have to be
integrated. Furthermore, document management services for collaborative workflows are also
needed in inter-organizational settings.

4.1 Extended Architecture
In order to support the integration of decentralized modeled processes and to provide workflow
and document management support for inter-organizational processes we have extended the architecture of our process management system by a distribution layer. This layer supports the interoperation of several process management servers without the need for any central services. It consists
of the following enhancements (illustrated in figure 6):
Import/export services: First, on the schema level, import and export services for task types as
well as document types are provided. Task and document types can be exported globally or to a
dedicated process management server of another organization. Only exported types are visible for
an importing server. Furthermore, in the case of task types, their task body is hidden; only the task
interface is visible. When a type is imported all type information are replicated in the local process
knowledge base. After an import, the imported type can be used within the local process management system like any other type (except that it must not be modified) and disconnected from the exporting server. For example, an imported task type can be used within a workflow definition of the
local system. In our case study, for example the task which handles change requests at Prod is imported by Supp and integrated in the problem handling process. Of course, the semantics is different
to a local task, since an imported task will be enacted at the process management system from where
it has been imported. This is realized by gateways of the task agents:

Fig. 6: Extended architecture for inter-organizational process management

Task gateway: A task gateway provides the services of enacting processes across different process management systems. Because of the extended control and data flow capabilities in our approach, this goes beyond simple invocation of a workflow at a remote site (cf. [12]). Rather, process
control, dataflow, and monitoring capabilities are provided in both directions and remain transparent. Our approach of distributed enactment of centrally modeled processes by task agents is a very
good starting point for the execution and synchronization of processes across different servers, since
the task agents already have the knowledge of how to coordinate tasks. The task gateway extents the
task agents such that they can inter-operate also in inter-organizational settings, without changing
their interface. We explain this in the next sub-section.
Document replication services: Consequently, document management capabilities have to be
provided also in inter-organizational processes. In this case, a uniform and secure access, a logically
integrated view, but also local control and local management of exchanged documents are needed.
The document replication services meet these requirements and provide different policies of distributed document management, as introduced in section 4.3.

4.2 Inter-Organizational Workflow Enactment
In order to support inter-organizational workflow enactment, i.e. inter-server workflow enactment, we have extended the design of the task agents as follows (as shown in figure 7(1)).
Meta model for inter-organizational processes: The abstract class TASK defines the common
interface of every task agent; the class LOCALTASK represents task agents which operate on a single
server; this is what we have referred to as a task so far. In contrast, the new abstract class
DISTRIBUTEDTASK defines the interface for tasks which are distributed across different servers and
extends the class TASK by the task gateway. Two types for distributed tasks are separated:
First, the class REALTASK represents the tasks which are really performed at a server (or its corresponding organization). The task definition of those tasks have been exported (but not every instance of an exported task definition has to be a distributed task because the task definition can still
be used locally).
Second, the class SHALLOWTASK acts as a surrogate of the real task in the context of a workflow
at a different server. A shallow task is always an instance of an imported task definition and vice
versa. A shallow task is similar but not identical to a proxy service. The shallow task does not only
pass requests on to the real task, but also provides services needed by the real task. Since the
SHALLOWTASK is embedded in the workflow, it determines the context-dependent behavior of the
task, i.e. for example, when the task is ready for execution. Thus, there is a tight and bi-directional
interrelationship between shallow task and real task which are always located at different servers.
Invocation types of inter-organizational processes: We distinguish and support two main kinds
of invocation of inter-organizational processes (which are also useful for local processes; see figure
7(2); cf. [23]). First, synchronous or nested invocation where the caller waits for the termination of
the invoked task. In this case, a distributed task is invoked as a normal sub-workflow. This is used
in our case study for the main ordering task. Second, asynchronous invocation where the invoked
task runs concurrently with the calling process. The change management tasks reflect this invocation type in our scenario. Furthermore, synchronization points are useful to control the concurrent
execution and can be realized by event passing. A special case of this invocation type is a chained
structure in which the last task of a process invokes the next process and hence only one process is
active at a time.

Fig. 7: Meta model and invocation types for inter-organizational workflows
The asynchronous invocation is realized as follows. First, shallow and real task are instantiated
and interact as in the case of synchronous invocation; this is needed because the task may be enabled
and disabled several times and the work lists of the actors have to be updated. This already shows
that a simple remote invocation of a process is not sufficient for inter-organizational workflows.
When the real task is started, input data is transferred and the connection between shallow and real
task is broken. From now on, both tasks act independently from each other. The state of the shallow
task is changed to ’done’. Note, that in the case of an iteration, a new real task is generated for a
shallow task so that a new task is initiated and invoked.

4.3 Distributed Document Management
Support for inter-organizational processes is already quite complex. However, inter-organizational engineering and production processes require also distributed document management services
in order to support collaborative workflows in these settings. Therefore, a simple functional black
box view where the input documents are passed to a remote task, when the task is invoked, and the
output documents are returned upon termination of the task is inadequate. Rather, documents have
to be exchanged also between running tasks of different organizations. This substantially increases
the complexity of inter-organizational workflow and document management.
The document replication services extend our integrated document management approach and
provide the capabilities needed for distributed document management. Rather than formally introducing the details of these quite complex services, we explain them by giving an example. We concentrate on the management of document instances rather than on the import of document types as
already discussed in section 4.1.
In the example shown in figure 8, task B and its input document type, e.g., a change request form
CR, are modeled on server 2. They are imported by server 1 and embedded in the local workflow.
In this workflow, a local task A precedes the local task C and the imported task B which is represented by its shallow task B’. Task A creates an output of the imported document type which should
be passed to task B as its input. This is modeled by a dataflow relationship to its shallow task B’.
Assume, that task A has created a first document version X.v1 and released it for the succeeding
tasks. The version is still checked out by task A. The integrated document management services

Fig. 8: Distributed document management
maintain all relevant meta information of this situation, whereas the physical document is stored in
the repository of server 1 and a copy is located in the personal workspace of the actor of task A.
The release and dataflow information are propagated to task B by means of the shallow task B’ so
that task B can consume the document version as input. In the case of inter-organizational processes
there exist three different ways of managing incoming documents:
1) Check out from producing server ("share"): First, the actor of task B checks out the document from the server 1 (marked in figure 8 by ’(1)’). In this case, first a "dry" check out is performed
on server 1, i.e., the information about the check out is recorded and marked as a remote check out,
and the physical document is provided for data interchange for the consuming server. Because of
security reasons and access rights server 1 cannot place the document into the user’s workspace at
another organization. This is done by the consuming server which transfers the document by ordinary ftp-services. The consuming server also creates local proxy-objects for all relevant entities, i.e.
documents, versions, and checked-out versions, which refer to the source objects on server 1. Thus,
rather than replicating the physical document, parts of the meta information are replicated and establish a local view of server 2 on the documents managed by server 1. These proxy objects allow
for an easy access to new versions of the document and are fundamental for inter-server workspace
control.
2) Create new local document ("send"): Second, a new local document is created at the consuming server as a copy of the main document on server 1 (this case is omitted in figure 8). The
transferred version is recorded as the first version of this new local document and is stored in the local repository. The new document resides under its own name and is managed at server 2 independently from the producer and the original document. In particular, the different servers exchange no
change notification.

3) Replication: The third case is a combination of the above types. Server 2 also creates a local
document by copying the original document, but the relation between the two documents is kept.
The document is stored in the local repository, which allows independent access control, but the
possibilities of change notification, workspace updates, and comparison of the two documents remains. This policy combines local control and local management of exchanged documents with a
uniform and logically integrated view on the documents.
The same document management policies are provided when an output is created by a remote
task at another server and is transferred back to the calling workflow. For example, assume that task
B produces an output. This output is visible by means of the shallow task B’ within the local
workflow at server 1. Then, a succeeding task, say task D, can consume this output document from
the producer via task B’.

4.4 A Brief Overview of Related Work
Inter-organizational workflow management is a new research area which is currently of increasing interest. Different projects like PhantaRei [6], WISE [1], CrossFlow [14], or [22] focus on this
challenge, but they do not support collaborative workflows and do not address distributed document
management. The WISE project provides IT services in order to support virtual enterprises (VU).
Beside process definition and enactment services which are the backbone for powering a VU, also
tools for cooperative browsing, a web catalogue of the services provided by a certain enterprise, and
video conferencing tools have been integrated into the WISE architecture. The CrossFlow project
investigates all issues which are concerned with business processes crossing organizational boundaries. A contract-based approach is used to define the business relationships between the organizations. Within this contractual basis, inter-organizational processes can be defined and performed.
These surrounding organizational policies of enabling inter-organizational workflows is missing in
flow.net so far. Finally, document-oriented inter-organizational workflows have been investigated
by [22]. However, document-based WFMS are neither sufficient as a general-purpose process support system nor for enabling process-oriented business-to-business relationships.
On the other hand, commercial collaborative workflow management systems like InConcert [19]
from InConcert Inc. or TeamWARE Flow from Fujitsu do not adequately support inter-organizational workflows. They rely on supporting the WfMC interoperability standard interface which is
not sufficient for making inter-organizational workflows possible.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented the flow.net approach to distributed collaborative workflow
management which supports inter-organizational engineering and production processes by flexible
and dynamic workflow management and integrated document management services. An extended
CORBA-based architecture provides these services also in inter-organizational settings without the
need of any centralized services. The application scenario presented in section 2 has been fully implemented within the flow.net system. We have realized a tight integration between different process
management systems, but have neither focussed on the interoperability of heterogeneous workflow
systems nor on a loosely coupled integration on the basis of messaging APIs as addressed by standardization efforts (e.g. [23]). This will be part of future work. Furthermore, we will investigate the
integration of additional CORBA services in the implementation of our prototypical system.1
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